Prodways Technologies partners with
Namitech and TOP Metrology to broaden its
footprint in Italy, Romania and Bulgaria
Paris, September 4th 2017

Prodways Technologies strengthens its European presence with the signing of distribution partnership
agreements with Namitech in Italy and TOP Metrology in Romania and Bulgaria.

These agreements expand the Prodways sales and distribution network to provide customers operating
in Italy, Romania, and Bulgaria with a complete range of solutions based on both MOVINGLight® and laser
sintering technologies. Prodways offers these partners a firm knowledge of industrial requirements along
with sophisticated technical skills and an excellent level of service.
Based in Osio Sotto, Italy, Namitech is a new and innovative company with a deep knowledge in rapid
manufacturing, thanks to 10 years of experience in the Italian market. Namitech has ambitions to become
the link between prototyping and industrial production, helping customers to understand the value and
benefits of additive manufacturing production.
Mr. Matteo Gelpi, CTO of Namitech confirms: "Namitech strongly believes that additive manufacturing is
the present and the future of plastic and metal parts production; with this partnership, thanks to the
high quality standards of Prodways equipment and Namitech experience, we can bring together
innovation and technologies on the market.”
Established in 2011 by a team of professionals with extensive skills in metrology, TOP Metrology is the
exclusive distributor of several high-technology companies across Romania and Bulgaria. TOP Metrology
collaborates with more than 500 companies from most branches of industry.
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Mr. Florin Pisica, General Manager of TOP Metrology stated: “TOP Metrology is delighted to become part
of the Prodways family and believes that, together, we can meet the expectations of both sides - and
customers as well - in Romania and Bulgaria. The portfolio of premium brands represented by TOP
Metrology will be now complete with the innovative technology of Prodways 3D printers.”
With these two new partnership agreements, Prodways strengthens its distribution network in Europe
with two partners owning the industrial experience and expertise in local markets to best position
Prodways’ 3D printing solutions.

About PRODWAYS TECHNOLOGIES
PRODWAYS TECHNOLOGIES is one of Europe’s leading manufacturers of industrial 3D printers, offering a broad spectrum of multitechnology 3D printing systems and related premium materials. The company focuses on developing rapid manufacturing
applications as well as supporting innovation with an open material strategy. PRODWAYS TECHNOLOGIES caters to a large number
of different industries, including health, aerospace, and automotive, providing innovative companies the means to shift to 3D
printing-based production.
PRODWAYS TECHNOLOGIES is a subsidiary of PRODWAYS GROUP. In 2016, the group generated revenue of €25.2 million,
including 58% outside of France.
For further information: www.prodways.com
Follow us and and keep up with Prodways latest news on Twitter!

@Prodways
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Prodways – Cindy Mannevy
Communication Manager
Tel: +33 (0)130 229384/c.mannevy@prodways.com

Disclaimer
This press release is not a financial press release. Releases from Prodways Technologies may contain forward-looking declarations
with statements of objectives. These forward-looking statements reflect the current expectations of Prodways Technologies.
Their realization, however, depends on known or unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual results,
performance or events to differ significantly from those previously anticipated. The risks and uncertainties that might affect the
Group's future ability to achieve its targets are reiterated and presented in detail in our Basis Document available on the Prodways
Group's website (www.prodways-bourse.com). This list of risks, uncertainties and other factors is not exhaustive. Other
unanticipated, unknown or unpredictable factors may also have significant negative effects on the achievement of our objectives.
The current release and the information contained therein do not constitute an offer to sell or to subscribe, nor a solicitation for
an order to purchase or subscribe to shares in Prodways Group or in any subsidiaries thereof listed in whatsoever country.
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